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UNIT TEST 9

SECTION A: GRAMMAR

1 Choose the correct option to complete the text.

 

     /8

2 Put the words in the correct order to make 
sentences.
1 they / been seen / their / old / visiting / often / have / 

art college
 They                        .
2 Bahamas / for / years / she / lived / in / the / has
 She                          .
3 quickly / puts / very / the first / of / paint on / layer / 

he.
 He                           .
4 they / exhibitions / the / have / city / frequently / 

cultural / in 
 They                        .
5 her / by / strongly / other / been / work / modern 

artists / influenced / has
 Her                        .
6 abstract / does / metal / mainly / sculptures / he /

enormous
 He                           .
7 millions / definitely / sculptures / has / from / 

incredible / earned / his / he
 He                           .
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SECTION B: VOCABULARY

3 Choose the correct option to complete the 
sentences.

1 The art world has been extremely conservative / 
critical / controversial of his installations.

2 When she first had an exhibition, the critics were 
quite idealistic / intellectual / dismissive about it, but 
now she’s one of the most highly respected artists in 
the world.

3 The view of the mountains from our hotel window 
was most picturesque / delicious / hilarious.

4 I thought the film was really charming / gripping / 
touching; I couldn’t relax at all wondering what was 
going to happen next. 

5 The story was so absurd / stylish / witty that I 
couldn’t believe in the characters or the plot.

6 The plot twist at the end of the book was completely 
absorbing / compelling / unexpected. I had no idea 
that it would end that way.

7 I’m afraid the artist is highly / painfully / hurtfully shy 
and doesn’t do any interviews.

8 His work was heavily / entirely / deeply criticised 
at the last exhibition. In fact, I think he’s stopped 
painting now. 
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4 Complete the sentences by putting the adjectives in 
brackets in the correct order.

1 They built a(n)                 
cube for their new offices. (stainless-steel/shiny/
amazing)

2 The                 painting 
entitled Water Lilies is one of the most famous in the 
world. (Monet/exquisite / impressionistic)

3 The                 sculpture 
in the centre of the room is by a new artist. 
(rectangular/large/marble)

4 The                 carving was 
part of an archaeological discovery in Mali. (African/
wooden/varnished)

5 Her                 novel is going 
to be made into a movie. (best-selling/new/romantic/
brilliant)

6 He collects                 
figurines. (stone/ancient/unusual)

7 The exhibition included some 
                furniture. 
(original/metal/strange) 
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Swimming with dolphins was a 1 totally / very / 
completely unusual experience. I was 2 a little  / 
absolutely / bit worried about it at first, but also 
3 extreme / totally / pretty excited and when I got 
into the sea with them and they swam up to me, I 
cannot explain how 4 very / absolutely / extremely 
wonderful it was. I thought the sea was 5 slightly /  
awfully / absolutely freezing when I got in, but I 
soon got used to it. The dolphins were 6 dreadfully /  
really / a bit fascinating to watch as they twisted 
and turned around me, and one even came up and 
nudged me with his nose. I swam with them for ages 
and felt 7 completely / awfully / very exhausted, yet 
delighted by the 8 totally / pretty / terribly unique 
experience when I got back into the boat. 
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SECTION C: INTEGRATED SKILLS

5 Read the three paragraphs about famous paintings.  
Which painting, A, B or C:

 1 is of an unidentified person?    
 2 has had work done in order to save it?     
 3 depicts someone posing in an unusual way?     
 4 failed to be given to its rightful owner?     
 5 remains in a religious setting?     
 6 may depict a relative of the painter?     
 7 was done on an unusual material?     
 8 has stimulated gossip and rumour?     
 9 had its title changed relatively recently?     
10 marks a special occasion in someone’s life?      

     /10

Total:      /40 0

World’s most famous paintings

A The Last Supper, by Leonardo da Vinci
Painted between 1495 and 1498, this is probably one 
of the most famous works of art in the world. It was 
painted on a dry wall in the convent of Santa Maria 
delle Grazie in Milan, where a Christian community 
of nuns lived, so cannot be classed as a true fresco 
(they are painted on wet plaster). Leonardo liked 
to experiment, but had no idea that painting on 
a dry wall would cause the paint to fade almost 
immediately and attempts have been made to restore 
it ever since.

B The Mona Lisa, by Leonardo da Vinci
The Mona Lisa, perhaps the most recognised painting 
in the world, was painted some time between 1504 
and 1519. The woman’s enigmatic smile has been 
a source of debate for centuries. The portrait was 
commissioned by Lisa’s husband, Francesco Del 
Giocondo, a wealthy silk merchant from Italy. He 
wanted it to celebrate the building of a new home 
and the birth of their second son. However, Leonardo 
never delivered the painting to his client for reasons 
unbeknown to all, although this has led to fascinating 
speculation!

C Girl with the Pearl Earring, by Johannes Vermeer
This painting, originally known as Girl with Turban, 
was painted around 1665 and was renamed in the 
second half of the 20th century. Vermeer never 
revealed the names of his sitters, but some experts 
believe the one for this painting could have been 
one of his daughters. The painting is out of character 
for Vermeer in that the girl is looking over her 
shoulder to look at the viewer, whereas most the 
of the women in his paintings tended to be deep in 
thought, oblivious to the onlooker.


